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MINIMAL AT-TYPES FOR G2 OVER A p-ADIC FIELD

ALLEN MOY

ABSTRACT. We single out certain representations of compact open subgroups

of G-2 over a p-adic field and show they play a role in the representation theory

of 02 similar to minimal if-types in the theory of real groups.

Introduction. Let F be a p-adic field. The purpose of this paper is to define

nondegenerate representations for the group G = G2. The importance of these

representations for the representation theory of G is analogous to the role played

by Vogan's theory of minimal /f-types for real groups. In particular, it will be

shown that every irreducible admissible representation (ir, V) of G contains a non-

degenerate representation and moreover, nondegenerate representations provide a

means of partitioning the irreducible representations of G.

A nondegenerate representation is a pair (L, YÏ) consisting of an open compact

subgroup L of G, and a representation Yl of L satisfying a certain cuspidality or

semisimplicity property. As was the case for {7(2,1) and GSp(4) in [Ml, M2],

a general theory for describing these representations is missing and so instead we

merely list the nondegenerate representations. This is done in §1. In §2, it is shown

by methods similar to those of [Ml, M2] that any irreducible admissible represen-

tation of G contains a nondegenerate representation. The irreducible admissible

representations of G which contain a given (L, Yl) can be determined by an investi-

gation of the representation theory of the Hecke algebra ßf(G//L,Yl%). It is likely

the description of %7(G//L,!)') will follow along the lines given in [HM1, Ml,

M2].

1. Nondegenerate representations. Let F be a p-adic field and let R be its

ring of integers. Let /z be the prime ideal of R and w a prime element in /z. Let

G be the algebraic group G2 and let G(F) be the group of F-rational points of

G. The group G has a well-known seven-dimensional representation which we now

review. Let g be the Lie algebra of G. It will be convenient for us to assume that

the residue characteristic p ^ 2,3. The Lie algebra 0 has the seven-dimensional

representation. See (1.1). The author is grateful to G. Seligman for showing him

this explicit representation of g; see [S]. In this realization, the set a of diagonal

matrices in g is a Cartan subalgebra corresponding to a maximal split torus A of

G.
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The set of upper triangular matrices b corresponds to a Borel subgroup B of G.

Denote by Ei¿ the 7x7 matrix whose r, s entry is 6r<i6s¿ (Kronecker delta). Ab-

breviate Eiti to Ei. The Cartan subalgebra a is of course spanned by the two

vectors

Ea = Ei + E3 — E5 + Et,        Eb — E2 — E3 + E5 — E§.

The group A = A(F) is equal to the set of 7 x 7 matrices of the form

(1.2)       d(s, t) = sEi + tE2 + st^Es + E4 + s-HEs + t^Ee + s~lE7,

s,tGFx. The group A(R) consists of those d(s, t) with s,t G Rx. For i a positive

integer, set

Ai = {d(s, t) I s, í = 1 mod /A).

Define linear functionals a and b on 0 by

a(rEA + sEB) = r-s,        b(rEA + sEB) =-r + 2s,

and set
Ex = Ea

Em = Eb

Ey = Ea+b

Ez — E2a+b

En = E¡a+b

Ej — Esa+2b

Ex = E-a

= Ei<2 — £3,4 -H 2í/4i5 — £?6,7,

= —E2t3 + E5fi,

= Eit3 + E2>4 — 2^4,6 - £5,7,

= — Ei,4 + E2,5 — £3,6 + 2¿?4,7,

= -El,5 — £3,7,

= —ia,6 + E2>7,

= £2,1 — 2^4,3 + £5,4 — £7,61

= —£3,2 + £-6,5 )

— £3,1 + 2i?4,2 — Ee,4 — £7,51

= -2jE4,i + E5¡2 — £?6,3 + £7,4,

= £5,1 ~ -£7,3»

= — Ee,i + £7,2-

Each of the above twelve vectors is a root vector, i.e. [h, Ec] = c(h)Ec. Denote the

one-dimensional root space of 0 spanned by Ec by uc. The twelve linear functionals

$ = {±a, ±b, ±(a + b), ±(2a + b), ±(3a -I- b), ±(3a + 26)}

form a root system of type G2.

Given roots / and d, there is an integer C/¡d such that [E¡,Ed\ = C/¡dEf+d.

Indeed, we have [Ea,Eb] = -Ea+b, [Ea,Ea+b] = -2E2a+b, [Ea,E2a+b] — ZEza+b,
[Eb,E3a+b] = E3a+2b, [Ea+b,E2a+b] = 3E3a+2b.   The root subspaces uc can be

Em — E-b

Ey = E-a-b

Ez = E-2a-b

En = E-Za-b

Ej = E-3a-2b
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J=3a + 2b

M = b    Y = a + b   \Z = 2a + b   N = 3a + b

exponentiated to yield root groups Uc inside G.   Let uc: F —» UC(F) be the

exponential map. For example, if I is the identity matrix, then ux(t) = I + tEx —

t2E3i5.  The filtration of F by powers of the prime ideal transfers under uc to a

filtration of the root group Uc = \5C(F). Set

*e,t = /¿lEc   and   i7Cit = uc(/A).

The Borel subgroup B is equal to the product of the groups A and Uc, c a positive

root. Let N be the normalizer of A. For c a root, set

wc(t) = uc(t)u-c(-rl)uc(t).

The wc(i)'s and A generate the group N = N(F). The Weyl group W = N/A is

generated by the reflections

sx = wx(l)    and    sM=wM(l).

The affine Weyl group WaS = N/A(R) is generated by sx, sm and the reflection

Sj =Wj(vj-1).

We briefly review some basic facts about parahoric subgroups of G. The group

generated by A(R), Uc,o (c > 0), and Uc,i (c < 0), which we write as

B = A(R)Y[Ucfll[Uc,i,
e>0 c<0

is an Iwahori subgroup of G. It consists of those elements of K = G(R) which are

upper triangular modulo /?. The parahoric subgroups of G are those subgroups of

G which contain B. It is known that a parahoric subgroup P is generated by B

and a subset I of S = {sx, sm, Sj}.

The parahoric subgroup P¡ generated by B and I is compact if and only if I is

a proper subset of S. In fact, up to conjugacy the maximal compact subgroups of

G are the parahoric subgroups associated to a maximal proper subset of S. So, the

three conjugacy classes of maximal compact subgroups are

K' = Pt!K = P>(sx,sm), d{sx,sj)>    and   K" = P{»u,3j}-
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If P is a compact parahoric subgroup, let Pi denote the maximal normal pro-p-

subgroup subgroup of P. We call Pi the radical of P. For example, Ki consists of

those elements in K which are congruent to 1 mod /i.

The group P/P\ is easily described in terms of the Dynkin diagram

(1-3) Os-OsM=Osx

of S. Let I be the subset of S associated to P, and let F, be the finite field P//z

with q elements. Then, P/P\ is the rational points of a reductive group over Fq

whose Dynkin diagram is the subdiagram of (1.3) associated to I. With these

preliminaries aside, we define a nondegenerate representation of level one to

be a compact parahoric subgroup P and a representation Yl of P trivial on Pi so

that Yl is cuspidal as a representation of P/P\ ■

To each parahoric subgroup P, it will be useful to associate a filtration of P due

to Prasad and Raghunathan [PR]. In preparation for this, we review the notions of

affine roots and heights. Let X be the Z-span of the simple roots a and b. An affine

root is an element ß = (c, i) in the additive group XxZ subject to the condition

that c6$U {0}. If c G $, define the affine root group Uß, to be Uß = Uc¿. If

c = 0, and i > 1, define

Uo,i — {d(s, t) | s, t = 1 mod /s*}.

We also define analogous notions in g, i.e., uß = ítc¿ = /¿%EC, c G $, and

«0,t = yEA + /AEB,        i > 0.

Each affine root ß has a unique decomposition in terms of the simple affine roots

(b,0), (o,0), and (-3a-26,0),

ß = h0(ß)(b,0) + hi(ß)(a,0) + h2(ß)(-3a - 26,1).

As an example, (0,1) = 2(6,0) + 3(a, 0) + l(-3o - 26,1). For I C S, define a height
function ht/ on the affine roots by the sum

htI(ß) = J^hl(ß)

over those i for which s¿ £ I. Then, the radical of Pr is equal to

Pi-,1 = subgroup of G generated by Uß such that hti(ß) > 1.

More generally, if t is a positive integer, set

(1.4) P¡zt — subgroup of G generated by Uß such that ht/(/?) > t.

The Pj/s are a filtration of normal subgroups in P¡. We define similar lattices, i.e.

P-submodules, in g by

â0!^ — P-submodule of g generated by aß such that hti(ß) > t.

The TZPi y s satisfy the periodicity relation

•^/,t+ht,(0,l) =™â°i,t-

We extend the definition of «^rjt to all t G 1 via periodicity. The Cayley transform

?:g-»G given by

9(x) = (l-x)(l + x)-1
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maps 777°j¿ bijectively to P/)t when t > 0, and induces, for t > t' > 0, an isomorphism

(1.5) &>i,tl&l,t+t> - Pi,t/Pi,t+f.

When I = {sxAm}, i-e. P¡ — K = G(R), the filtration subgroup Ki is just the

ith principal congruence subgroup of K.

Given a lattice J7 Ç g, let

-#* = {x G g I tr(i^f) 6 /?}.

In particular, we have 7Pft = 7Pi-t+i.

The isomorphism (1.5) allows us to identify the characters of Pi,t/Pi,t+t' with

TPi-t-t'+i/^i-t+i- To realize this identification, consider the seven-dimensional

representation of g given in (1.1). The form

(x,y)=tr(xy),        x,yGQ,

is a multiple of the Killing form on g. If t¡> is an additive character of F with

conductor /i, and a G ^V,—í—t'+i/«^*/,—t+i> define YlQ to be the character

(1.6) na(9{x)) = ip{(x,-a)/2),        xG&hucxGOL.

We are ready to define the nondegenerate representations of unramified type.

Fix a positive integer i and consider K = P{3x,sM). Abbreviate ^{sx^m)^ to "^t-

By (1.6), {Kj/Kj+iY'= Tff-i/Zff^i+i = g(F9). Given such a character coset a,
let a = s + n be the Jordan decomposition of a into its semisimple and nilpotent

parts (in g(F?)). We shall momentarily define a group L and a representation Yls

of L. The collection of (L,f28)'s and their G-conjugates will be the nondegenerate

representations of unramified type. To define the group L, which turns out to be a

parahoric filtration subgroup, we need to recall certain Levi subalgebras of g.

Given a subset I of {sx,sm}, let pj be the parabolic subalgebra of g generated

by b and Ad(7) • b. The subalgebra p¡ can be written as m/U/, where u¡ is the

nilpotent radical of pj, and m/ is a Levi component of pj, which is stable under the

Cartan involution 8 of g given by

(1.7) 8{EC) = -E-c, c a root;    8(EA) = -EA,    8(EB) = -EB.

For example, m/Si5mj = g and rri0 = a. By replacing a by a conjugate under K, we

may assume n is a sum of positive root vectors and s G m/ for some I Ç {sx, sm},

and s 0 m/' whenever I' is a proper subset of I. Let ur = 8(u¡) be the opposite

nilpotent subalgebra of u/. Denote by M, U, and U the subgroups of G whose

Lie algebras are mj, u¡, and \x¡ respectively. Denote the P-rational points of the

corresponding groups by M, U, and U_ and let M¿, Ut, and U_i be the intersections

of these latter groups with Ki. Define L Ç Ki by

L - Ui+iMiUi = P/,ht/(o,i)¿-

The restriction of the character Yla to L does not depend on n, i.e. if a' = s' + n'

with s = s', then Yla = Ylai on L. Denote this character by Yla. For s nonzero,

define the representations (L, YlB) and their G-conjugates to be the nondegenerate

representations of unramified type.
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In order to describe the nondegenerate representations of ramified type, we recall

the conjugacy classes of nonzero nilpotent elements in g(F,). There are six such

classes [C]. They are

(1.8) (a)    na = Ex + EM mod /i,

(b) r\b = EM + Ez mod /i,

(c) nc = Em + eEz mod /i,    e a nonsquare in F9,

Em + pEn mod /i, when q = 1 mod 3 and

p is a noncube,

Em — Ez + çEn mod /i,    when g = 2 mod 3 and

x3 — 3x - ç is irreducible,

ne = Ez mod /i,

n/ = Ej mod /i.

(d)    nd = -

(e)

(f)

= ^ 0;}.t-

(1.9)

In order to simplify notation for t G 2, let

/'=^0,t, /=&{sx),u and

To each nilpotent element n in (1.8), and positive integer i, we associate a finite

number of triples (/n,/n+, a) consisting of two lattices m- C m+ in g and a coset a

of m+/m-, such that

(i)    wla mod /i is a nonzero multiple of n, and

(ii)    the coset a contains no nilpotent elements.

For each triple, we construct a compact open subgroup L C G and a representation

fl of L. The pair (L, Yl) will be a nondegenerate representation of ramified type.

(1.10a) ^+=/-6l+1,        ^ = /-6¿+2,

a = xv~*{uwEj+ na} mod/&,        uGRx.

(i.i0b,c,d.i) *>+ = /-3<+1,      m = ;~3i+2,

a = w'^iuwEj+ n} mod m,        u G Rx, nG {nb,nc,nd}.

That is, case (l.lOb.l) is when n is nb, and so forth.

(1.10b,c,d.2) m+=?-2*+\        ™ = r-2i+2,

a = w~l{w(uEz + vEy + wEm) + n} mod/ra,        u G Px,n G {n6,nc,nd}.

(1.10e) m+=?-2i+1,        ™=?-2i+2,

a = w~l{w(tEn + uEz + wEm) + ne} mod m,

has rank 2 mod/*.
-wu     0

t    -u     0

To continue, we introduce some notation. Define a sequence of lattices in g by

oa — to1/ ,

¿3 = ^4 + &n,l + ^2,1 + ^j/,1 + %,1 )

c2 = e3 +Mj,l + UJ,0,

¿1 = e2 + ¿¿N,0 + ¿*Z,0 + u-YJO + «M,0,

Ok = ro^fc-4-
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(l.lOf.l)

(1.10f.b,c,d)

(l.lOf.2)

(1.10f.3)

/w+=¿-4i+2, m=c-4i+z,

a = w~1{iif+wuEj},        uGRx.

a = xv~%{uiif + roö(n)},

m .   _ ^-6i+5

_     —3i+3

uGRx, ne {n6,nc,nd}.

a = w l{uj(uEj+ vEm) + rif} mod m-,        u,v G P>

^+ = ^a{sM,s>},-3¿+2      ii > 2), = ^
{sm,s,},-3í+3>

a = zj-'iaEj + w(cEA + dEB + eEM + fEn) + w2(gEn + hEj)}

mod^{sMlS)},-3i+2,

a G Rx and the characteristic polynomial of

c        0       — a

—gc — d     e

h       f      -d
mod /i is irreducible.

(1.10f.4) %x,'j},-2«+2     (i > 2), /^ = ^S{ax,S;,},-2l:-)-3,

a = w *{n9 ■+- tzt(aEA + bEB + cEx + dEx) + w2vEj} mod m,

(a + b)2 — 4v a nonsquare mod/s.

It is clear that (1.9i) holds for each of the cases above. Consider property (1.9ii).

In case (1.10a), for any a € a, we have trace^-1^^)6} = 24w mod /i. Thus,

property (1.9ii) is obvious. The other cases are similar.

For each triple in (1.10), let

5? = ™*,    S?+=m\   and   L = 9(S?),    L+=9(5f+).

Observe that when /n is a lattice of the form 7Pi-t+i, then L = P/it. Both L

and L+ are normal open compact subgroups of the Iwahori subgroup B. The

quotient L/L+ is abelian. Further, the characters {L/L+}~can be realized as the

cosets /n+//n, via formula (1.6). In particular, the coset a defines a character Yla

of L trivial on L+. The nondegenerate representations of ramified type are

defined to be the collection of (L, fi0)'s and their G-conjugates.

2. Nondegenerate representations as minimal ÜT-types. In this section

we show that any admissible irreducible representation (7r, V) of G contains a non-

degenerate representation. The approach taken here is analogous to the one used

for {7(2,1) and GSp(4) in [Ml, M2] (see also [KM]). At present it is unclear how

to generalize the method to arbitrary p-adic groups.

Given an irreducible representation (n, V), define the level of 7r to be the mini-

mum i such that VKi, the space of vectors in V fixed by the ith principal congruence

subgroup Ki, is nonzero.

For convenience, assume it has level i + 1. Choose a nonzero vector v G VKi+1,

so that KiV, the Ki span of v, is irreducible. Consider whether i = 0 or i > 0.
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Case i = 0. Let o denote the representation of K on Kv. The philosophy of

cusp forms [HC] tells us there is a parahoric subgroup P Ç K, and a cuspidal

representation Yl of P/P\ so that Yl is contained in a. In particular, (P, 0) is a

nondegenerate representation.

Case * > 1. Identify, as in §1, the characters of Ki/Ki+i with elements of

g(Fg). Suppose Ki acts on KiV by the character Yla. Let a = s + n be the

Jordan decomposition of a. If s is nonzero, the pair (L, YlB), constructed in §1,

is by definition a nondegenerate representation of unramified type and of course

contained in 7r. We are thus reduced to the case when a = n is a nilpotent element.

If n is zero then 7r has level < i contrary to our hypothesis on the level. We can

thus assume n is as in (1.8).

We outline our proof. In the following analysis, we define two compact open

subgroups L_|_ and L. The two groups will change during the course of the analysis,

but the subgroup L+ will always be normal in L, with both L and L+ normalized

by B. The quotient L/L+ will always be abelian except possibly when i = 1. In

those cases in which the quotient is abelian, the characters shall be realized, via

(1.6), as the cosets m-+/m-

(2.1) S? = 9-1(L),    5f+ = 9-1(L+),        m = 5f* and ™+= £+*,

where

9-1(g) = (g-l)(l + g)-1

is the inverse Cayley transform. The crux of the argument is to produce a nonzero

vector transforming by a nondegenerate representation, or failing that, to produce

a Ki fixed vector, a contradiction.

Case (1.8a). The group L+ = B& is contained in the kernel of f2n. Let

L = Bqí-i.    In particular, the characters of L/L+ are realized as the cosets

/-67+l//-6t+2    guch a coget has the form

TZ~%(aEx + bEM + vjcEj) mod f~6t+2, a,b,cG R.

The space Lv will, of course, decompose into character spaces of L. The characters

which appear in Lv have a = b = 1 mod /i. As already explained, we can assume L

acts on v by such a character a. If c G Rx, then a is nondegenerate of type (1.10a).

On the other hand, if c G /i, then v is fixed by the group L+ — B§íUj¿-i = P{Sj},5i.

In this situation, take L = P{Sj},5i-i. A coset ^a{Sy}i_5i+i/^a{Sj}i_5t+2, i.e., a

character in {L/L+}~, can be written as

ß = w~l(aEx + bEM +vccEn) mod^,{Sj.}i_5i+2,        a,b,cG R.

The parahoric subgroup P{s } acts on the character cosets by conjugation.   In

particular, we have

(2.2)
sjßsj l = w x(aEx + cEM + -bwEn) mod^/Sj.} -5i+2, and

Uj(wd)ßuj(zjd)~1 — w~%(aEx + bEM + w(c + bd)En) mod £P{Sj}-u+i, d G R.

Those characters of L occurring in Lv have a = b = 1 mod TP. Assume L acts on

v by such a character a. By (2.2), we can conjugate a to obtain a character a#

whose "Em" coefficient lies in /?. This is done by conjugating by an element in

ÍTj-,1 to make the coefficient of "En" belong to /i and then conjugating by Sj. Let
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w ^ 0 transform by a#. The characters of Kí/Kí+i appearing in KiW have the

form Yln, n nilpotent not of type (1.8a).

Cases (1.8b,c,d). Here, the kernel of f2n contains L+ = P{ax},zi- Set L =

P{sx},3«-i- We have ™+ = /"3¿+1 and m = /~3i+2 (cf. (1.10b,c,d.l)). Write a

typical coset ß G /n+/m- as

tjJ~%(oEm + bEy + cEz + dEfii + weEj) mod m.

The characters a of L in Lv have

(2.3) aEM + bEy + cEz + dEN - n mod />.

Fix such a character a, and a nonzero v transforming by a. Consider whether or

not e is a unit. If e G Rx, then a is nondegenerate of type (1.10b,c,d.l). Consider

now e G /i. Here, v is fixed by the group L+ — PiSj),2i. Take L — Pj3 },2¿-i-

Write ß Gf-2i+xlf-2%+2 = {L/L+}~as

(2.4) ß = w'i{aEM + bEv+cEz + dEN

+ vo(eEm + fEy + gEz + hEn)} mod 9~2i+2.

Conjugating ß by Uj(wu), u G R, we find

(2.5) ttj■(■vju)ßuj(ixu)-i = w'^üEm + bEv + cEz + dEN

+w(e'Em + f'Ey + g'Ez + h'En)} mod ^~2i+2,

e' = e — ud,    f = f — uc,    g' = g + ub   and    h' = h + ua.

Also, ß conjugated by Sj is

(2.6) w-i{hEM + gEv + fEz+eEN + w(dEm + cEy + bEz + aEn)} mod ?~2i+2.

Let v be a nonzero vector of V on which L acts by an a satisfying (2.3). Since

a — 1 mod/z, we can further assume, by (2.5), that h G /z. If g is a unit, then

a is nondegenerate of type (1.10b,c,d.2). If g G /z, then, by (2.6), the characters

Yln S {Ä"t/Ä"j+i}"appearing in KiSjV have n zero or type (1.8e,f).

Case (1.8e). The group L+ = P{SM},4i is contained in the kernel of Qn. Let

L = P{sM},4i-i- Write a character coset ß G ^S{SM}-4i+i/^9{sM},-4i+2, as

ß = w-l{aEx + bEy + ^(cEj + dEn)} mod ^{sm},_4¿+2.

For t G R, we have

wm(í)/3um(í)_1 = w^iaEx + bEv + w(cEj + (d - tc)En)} mod ^{sm},_4î+2.

The characters in Lv have a,b G /i. Fix such a character. We claim that we

can assume c G /i. Suppose c G Rx. After a conjugation by UM(—d/c), we have

d G /i. An additional conjugation by sm gives us a characer a* whose "i?/', i.e.,

"c", component is in /?. The important point is that c G /i implies v is fixed

by the group L+ = P{Sjyt2i. Take L = P{s>},2t-i- We now argue in a manner

analogous to case (1.8b,c,d). The characters of L/L+ have the form (2.4). Those

characters in Lv have a,b,d G /i and c = 1 mod/z. Fix one such character a.

After a conjugation by an element in Uj,i we can assume / = 0. Consider the 2x3

matrix

T =
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If T mod /i has rank 2, then a is nondegenerate of type (l.lOe). On the other

hand, if T has rank 1 or 0, it is either
"0   0   0

h   0   0

Here, the characters of Ki/Ki+i in KiSjV have the form fin, n zero or type (1.8f).

Case (1.8f). Here, the kernel of f2n contains L+ — 9(c4i-i). Set L — 9(e4i-2)

= L+UjtiUjti-i. The cosets ¿-4i+2/e-4i+3 = {L/L+}" have the form

vo~l(aEj + wbEj) mod <?_4,+3,        a,b G R.

Let L act on v ^ 0 by such a character a. Note that a = 1. If 6 ^ 0 mod /*, then

a is nondegenerate of type (l.lOf.l). If 6 € /t, v is fixed by L+ = P{Sx},zi-i. Set

L = P{Sx},3i_2- The form of a character coset ß here is

w'^aEj + w(bEm + cEv + dEz + eEn)} mod/_3i+3,        a,b,c,d,eG R.

We make two remarks. The parahoric subgroup P{Sx) acts on the /?'s. From

the discussion after Theorem 3.2 in [C], we see that it is possible to conjugate an

arbitrary coset ß by P{Sx} mto a coset

(2.7) zj-^a'Ej + wd(n)) mod /~3i+3,

where

a' G /t if and only if a G /i,

and n mod /i has the form

(2.8) (1.8b,c,d),    EY,    Em    or   0.

Applying the above remarks to a, we can assume the existence of a nonzero v

which transforms under L by a coset (2.7) with a' G Rx. We consider separately

the four subcases in (2.8).

Subcase n mod /i of type (1.8b,c,d). The representation of L on Lv is nondegen-

erate of type (1.10f.b,c,d) respectively.

Subcase n — Ey mod/z. The group L+ = P{SM),4%-2 fixes v. Let L =

P{sM},4i-3- The character cosets {L/L+}~ are

w~%{aEN + bEj + w(cEy + dEx)} mod ,^{773M},-4»+4,        a,6, c,d G R.

Select a v on which L acts as a character a with c = — 1 mod /?. After a conjugation,

first by an element of Um,o, and then sm, we can assume a is a character whose

"ßj," component is in /i. Then v is fixed by L+ = P{Sy},5t_3- Let L = P{Sj},5,_4-

The character cosets are

w~l{aEN + w(bEx + cEy)} modâ0ÎSj}-5i+5,        a,b,cG R.

Let L act on v by such a character a. Conjugating by elements in Uj¿ and Sj

if necessary, we can assume a has its ".E¿v" component in /z. Consequently, v is

fixed by L+ — B6i-4. Set L = .067-5, so that {L/L+}^ = /_6l+5//_6i+6- Write

or
0    0    e

0    0    0
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A

a character coset a as

(2.9) a = w'^aEj + w(bEm + cEx)} mod /_6i+6-

Let ti^O transform under L by such a character. If a G /z, then v is a Ki fixed

vector, a contradiction. Hence we can assume a is a unit. This is the situation of

the last two subcases in (2.8).

Subcase n = Em mod /z. The vector v is fixed by the group L+ = ¿?6i-5- Let

L — Bßi-4. Write a character coset a as in (2.9). Those a's in Lv t*)ve a = a' and

6 = 1 mod /i. Fix one such a. If c G Rx, then a is nondegenerate of type (1.10f.2).

If c G /i, then v is fixed by L+ = P{SM,S },3¿-2- If l = 1) then, as in the case of

a Ki fixed vector, we conclude from the philosophy of cusp forms that 7r contains

a level one cuspidal representation of some parabolic subgroup P' Ç PtSMtS y. If

i > 2, consider the action of L = P{SM,aj),3i-3 on v- Write a character coset of

{L/L+}"-30iSM<s.)_zi-r3l^0{sM,sj},-3i-r2

as

w-^aEj + bEN + w(cEA + dEB + eEM + fEn) + w2(gEn + hEj)}

mod^'{aM,3J},-37+2-

We have a — a', b — 0, e = 1, mod/i for any character of L in Lv. Fix one such

character a. If the characteristic polynomial F(t) of

c        0       —o

—gc — d     e     mod

h       f      -d

is reducible, then a is P{Sm,sj} conjugate to an a*, whose "a" and "6" components

belong to /z. This means 7r has a nonzero Ki fixed vector, a contradiction. Hence,

F(t) must be irreducible, i.e., a is nondegenerate of type (1.10f.3).

Subcase n = Omod/z. Here, v is fixed by L+ = P{Sx,s },2t-i- If i — 1,

then by the philosophy of cusp forms once again, ir contains a level one cuspidal

representation of some parahoric subgroup P' ç P{SXlS.}. If i > 2, set L =

P{sx,s },2¿-2- A character coset of

{L/L+r = ^{8x,ai},-W^{ax>a,},-*+3

has the form

vo'^aEj + za(gEA + hEB + vEx + wEx) + w2bEj} mod ^a{sx,a_,},-2¿+3-

The characters in Lv satisfy a — 1 mod /i. Assume v transforms by such a character

a. If 6 = (g + h)2 — 4ab is a square mod/z, then

Uj(wr)auj(wr)~1,    r satisfying ar2 + (g + h)r + 6 = 0 mod /z,

has its "6" coefficient in /z.  Hence, H = L+Uj¿~2 fixes a nonzero vector.  Since

d(w, w)Hd(w,vj)~l (cf. (1.2)) contains Ki, we have a contradiction to the level

being t+1. Thus, 6 mod /z is a nonsquare, i.e., a is nondegenerate of type (1.10f.4).

In conclusion, we have shown

THEOREM 2.1. Any irreducible admissible representation of G contains a non-

degenerate representation.

We turn now to the question of when two nondegenerate representations can

occur in the same irreducible representation (71-, V) of G. Define two nondegenerate
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representations (L,Yl), (L',Yl') to be associate if

(i) L = P, V = P' are parahoric subgroups, P/Pi = P'/P{ and Yl = Yl', or

(ii) fî = fi8, fi' = fi8' with some element of s conjugate to some element of s'.

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose (tt,V) is an irreducible admissible representation of

G. If (L,Yl), (L',Yl') are two nondegenerate representations contained in n, then

they are associate.

PROOF. We use the intertwining principle. Let Wq and Wçy respectively be the

Yl and fî' subspaces of V. Let En* denote the projection from V onto Wq'. Since

7T is irreducible, there is a g G G such that

I = Etyir(g): Wn^Wn>

is nonzero, and for h G L fl gVg~x, IYl(h) = Q'(g~1hg)I. We consider three cases

according to whether none, one, or both of L, L' are parahoric subgroups.

Case 1. Q = fig, fi' = fig-. Write s = s + m, s' = s' + m''. Observe that

L n gL'g-1 = 9(m" n gmfg'1).

Therefore, if y G m* f] gm-'*g~x, then

i>((y, -s)/2) = YlB(9(y)) = YlB,(g^9(y)g) = r¡>((y, -gs'g'1)^).

This means tr(y(s — gs'g-1)) G /t for ail y G /n* D gm'*g~x. We conclude

s - gs'g'1 G {m* n gm'*g~xY = m + gm!g'1,

i.e., s and gs'g-1 intersect.

Case 2. fi = fi8 and L' — P' a parahoric subgroup. We show fi and fi' cannot

both occur in ir by showing that fi and the trivial representation of P[ cannot

occur simultaneously in 7r. The trivial character of P{/P2 can be realized as fi8<

with s' = /n and P{ = 9(/n"). By the same reasoning as in case 1, some element of

s must be conjugate to some element of s'. This is impossible because the minimum

valuation of the eigenvalues of each element in s differ from those of s' (see [HM2,

Theorem 6.1]).

Case 3. L and L' both parahoric subgroups. The reasoning again is based on the

intertwining principle. It has already been done by Harish-Chandra (see [HC]).

The determination of those irreducibles of G which contain a given (L, fi) is

equivalent to the classifying of the irreducible finite-dimensional representations of

the Hecke algebra Sí? = %7(G¡¡L, fi'). The description of %7 will probably follow

along the lines given in [HM1, Ml, M2]. We hope to return to this in the future.
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